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Field Application Engineer  
 
If making an impact is rewarding to you, then come join one of the fastest-growing technology companies in the 
Chicago area. At UICO, you will find yourself in a stimulating and rewarding work environment with considerable 
growth potential. As a Field Application Engineer at UICO, you will be the subject matter expert in touch technologies 
for UICO duraTOUCH® touchscreens and touch surfaces. You will work in a multidisciplinary team to identify 
technical solutions to all customer challenges. You will need to be a self-motivated top performer ready to work in the 
dynamic and demanding environment of a rapidly growing small company. Applicants with industrial, medical, and 
consumer electronics technical customer-facing experience are highly desired. 
 

Job Functions: 
 Be subject matter expert (SME) in touch technology integration for the customer.  
 Document and capture customer requirements in scoping documents, product specifications, and sample requests. 
 Support the business development and program management teams with customer communication (verbal and 

written). 
 Overcome technical hurdles that block UICO design in to new products 
 Identify and propose performance requirements for the customer’s application and get customer and engineering 

approval on the requirements. 
 Develop custom demos to win new projects: customize touch performance to meet the customer’s expectations. 
 Demonstrate UICO products to customers to highlight the advantages and communicate our customization 

capabilities. 
 Drive the customer to design their system within UICO’s integration guidelines and in line with our core 

competencies. 
 Support customer’s hardware and driver firmware bring-up and integration of UICO’s technology into the host. 
 Support the customer during system qualification Agency tests, including: conducted and radiated emissions, ESD, 

vibration, UV, and environmental chamber tests 
 Clearly communicate the customer’s needs, concerns, and risks to the UICO team, and work closely with UICO’s 

engineering team to find solutions that are acceptable to the customer. 
 Support the customer’s implementation of factory testing of UICO’s component. 
 Participate in developing account penetration strategies with the business development and sales teams. 
 Provide feedback to UICO’s engineering team for product improvement and new product ideas to further 

differentiate UICO’s solutions. 
 

Desired Skills & Experience: 
 Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Systems Engineering, or similar. 
 4+ years of experience in engineering design. 
 3+ years of experience as a field application engineer. 
 Experience in programming languages, C/C++ is preferable. 
 Experienced reading schematics and electrical circuit layouts for multi-layer designs. 
 Experienced reading mechanical drawings and 2D or 3D CAD files. 
 Experienced working in the consumer electronics industry. 
 HMI (human-machine interface) and capacitive sensing industry experience is a plus. 
 Strategic thinker. 
 Organized and detail oriented. 
 Expert in customer communication (written and verbal). 
 Comfortable presenting to different audiences (technical, management, sales, etc.). 
 Travel is required (up to 20% domestic and 5% international). 
	
	

	


